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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS OF INFORMING SCIENCE INSTITUTE 

JOURNALS AND CONFERENCES 
Congratulations on your decision to submit to an Informing Science Institute (ISI) journal. ISI is charitable 
organization that promotes science and professional development of its members. It prides itself on 
mentoring its authors, reviewers, and editors.   

This manual mentors you on writing your paper for an ISI journal, submitting your work, and what to 
expect from the ISI Paper Review system, arguably the best online platform for mentoring authors, 
reviewers, and editors to become even better at their profession. 

WRITING YOUR PAPER 

Scholarly writing is orderly, clear, and concise 
“The main objective of scholarly writing is clear communication, which can be achieved by presenting ideas 
in an orderly and concise manner. … Precise, clear word choice and sentence structure also contribute to 
the creation of substantive, impactful work.” (American Psychological Association, 2020, p. 111)  

“Publication decisions for a journal rest in the hands of the editors who are responsible for the quality and 
content of the journal. Journal editors look for manuscripts that (a) contribute significantly to the content 
area covered by the journal, (b) communicate with clarity and conciseness, and (c) follow the journal’s 
style guidelines.” (American Psychological Association, 2020, p. 376-377) 

Submit your paper only to a journal that publishes on your content. 
Avoid receiving a desk-rejection by the editor-in-chief by carefully reviewing the journal’s mission and prior 
paper published by the journal. Take care to submit your paper only to a journal that publishes this type of 
content. 

What our journals look for when reviewing submissions 
The following is a list of issues that we are looking for when reviewing papers. 

Problem statement, conceptual framework, and research question 
 The introduction builds a logical case and context for the problem statement. 
 The problem statement is clear and well-articulated.  
 The conceptual framework is explicit and justified.  
 The research question (research hypothesis where applicable) is clear, concise, and complete. 
 The variables being investigated are clearly identified and presented. 

Reference to the literature and documentation 
 The literature review is up to date. 
 The number of references is appropriate, and their selection is judicious. You do not improve your 

paper by adding unnecessary citations.  
 The review of the literature is well integrated. 
 The references are mainly primary sources. 
 The ideas are acknowledged appropriately (scholarly attribution) and accurately. 
 The literature is analyzed and critically appraised. 
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Relevance 
 The study is relevant to the mission of the journal or its audience. This is the second time we are 

making this point. 
 The study addresses important problems or issues; the study is worth doing. 
 The study adds to the literature already available on the subject. 
 Generalizability. The study has generalizability because of the selection of subjects, setting, and 

educational intervention or materials. 

Research design 
 Replicability. The research design is defined and clearly described and is sufficiently detailed to 

permit the study to be replicated. 
 The design is appropriate (optimal) for the research question. 
 The design has internal validity, potential confounding variables or biases are addressed. 
 The design has external validity, including subjects, settings, and conditions. 
 The design allows for unexpected outcomes or events to occur. 
 The design and conduct of the study are plausible. 

Instrumentation, data collection, and quality control 
 The development and content of the instrument are sufficiently described or referenced and are 

sufficiently detailed to permit the study to be replicated. 
 The measurement of instrument is appropriate given the study’s variables; the scoring method is 

clearly defined. 
 The psychometric properties and procedures are clearly presented and appropriate. If your paper 

relies on a survey instrument, include a copy of it in the appendix unless it is already widely 
available. 

 The data set is sufficiently described or referenced. Once your paper is accepted for publication, 
make your data available to other researchers by having ADMIN@informingscience.org  post it 
to the journal’s website with a link from your paper.  

 Observers or raters were sufficiently trained. 
 Data quality control is described and adequate. 

Population and sample 
 The population is defined clearly, both for subjects (participants) and stimulus (intervention) and is 

sufficiently detailed to permit the study to be replicated. 
 The sampling procedures are sufficiently described. 
 Subject samples are appropriate to the research question. 
 Stimulus samples are appropriate to the research questions. 
 Selection bias is addressed. 

Data analysis and statistics 
 Data analysis procedures are sufficiently described and are sufficiently detailed to permit the study 

to be replicated. 
 Data analysis procedures conform to the research design; hypotheses, models, or theory drives the 

data analyses. 
 The assumptions underlying the use of statistics are fulfilled by the data, such as measurement 

properties of the data and normality of distributions. 
 Statistical tests are appropriate (optimal). 
 If statistical analysis involves multiple tests or comparisons, proper adjustment of significance level 

for chance outcomes was applied. 
 Power issues are considered in statistical studies with small sample sizes. 
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 In qualitative research that relies on words instead of numbers, your paper needs to show how basic 
requirements of data reliability, validity, trustworthiness, and absence of bias were fulfilled. 

Reporting of statistical analyses 
 The assumptions underlying the use of statistics are considered, given the data collected. 
 The statistics are reported correctly and appropriately. 
 The number of analyses is appropriate. 
 Measures of functional significance, such as effect size or proportion of variance accounted for, 

accompany hypothesis-testing analysis. 

Presentation of results 
 Results are organized in a way that is easy to understand. 
 Results are presented effectively; the results are contextualized. 
 The results are complete. 
 The amount of data presented is sufficient and appropriate. 
 Tables, graphs, or figures are used judiciously and agree with the text. 

Discussion and conclusion: Interpretation 
 The conclusions are clearly stated; key points stand out. 
 The conclusions follow from the design, methods, and results; justification of conclusions is well 

articulated. 
 Interpretations of the results are appropriate; the conclusions are accurate (not misleading). 
 The study limitations are discussed. 
 Alternative interpretations for the findings are considered. 
 Statistical differences are distinguished from meaningful differences. 
 Personal perspectives or values related to interpretations are discussed. 
 Practical significance or theoretical implications are discussed; guidance for future studies is offered. 

Title, authors and abstract 
 The title is clear and informative. 
 The title is representative of the content and breadth of the study (not misleading). 
 The title captures the importance of the study and the attention of the reader. 
 The number of authors appears to be appropriate given the study. 
 The abstract is complete (thorough); essential details are presented. 
 The results in the abstract are presented in sufficient and specific detail. 
 The conclusions in the abstract are justified by the information in the abstract and the text. 
 There are no inconsistencies in detail between the abstract and the text. 
 All the information in the abstract is present in the text. 
 The abstract overall is congruent with the text; the abstract gives the same impression as the text. 

Presentation and documentation 
 The text is written in journal English, progresses from point to you, and is easy to follow. 
 The vocabulary is appropriate. 
 The content is complete and fully congruent. 
 The manuscript is well organized. 
 The data reported are accurate (e.g., numbers add up) and appropriate; tables and figures are used 

effectively and agree with the text 
 Reference citations are complete and accurate. 
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Scientific conduct 
 There are no instances of plagiarism. Understand that the Informing Science Institute, the publisher 

of these journals, takes professional ethics seriously. See 
https://www.informingscience.org/Pages/EthicsPolicy  

 Ideas and materials of others are correctly attributed. 
 Prior publication by the author(s) of substantial portions of the data or study is appropriately 

acknowledged. 
 There is no apparent conflict of interest. 
 There is an explicit statement of approval by an institutional review board (IRB) for studies directly 

involving human subjects or data about them whenever the authors’ institutions require such 
approval. 

The above checklist is an adaptation from Academic Medicine, Journal of the Association of American Medical Colleges. 
This ‘‘Checklist of Review Criteria’’ from the Task Force of Academic Medicine and the GEA-RIME Committee was 
published originally as Appendix 1 in Vol. 76, No. 9 (September 2001) Academic Medicine. 

You Have Good Ideas but Need Help Expressing Them? Consider 
Professional Editing of Your Paper 
Does your paper have great ideas but difficulty expressing those ideas? Many submissions fail acceptance 
due to language problems. If your paper is deemed to have content worthy of review but has language 
problems, the editor-in-chief may consider placing your submission on HOLD and suggest the paper be 
professionally copy-edited. This mentoring assists worthy authors in getting their paper published.   

There are hundreds of firms that offer academic editing for scholars. Search for “copy-editing of journal 
papers”  

The Informing Science Institute does not recommend any specific copy editors. However, one of these 
firms, Academic Language Experts (ALE), offers our authors a 10% discount on their first project. If you 
wish to take advantage of this offer, visit https://www.aclang.com/signup-intro/?code=abc to obtain a 
quote. ALE is a company helping academic scholars translate, edit, and format their academic papers for 
publication. You can learn more about them and their services at their website (http://www.aclang.com/). 
Their normal price range for editing is $.05-.08 per word with exact pricing depends on the level of writing, 
turnaround time, and subject matter plus an optional additional 10-20% to format the paper to our 
guidelines. 

PREPARING YOUR PAPER FOR AN INFORMING SCIENCE INSTITUTE 

(ISI) JOURNAL 
Build on Prior Works in this journal. Before you complete writing your paper, explore the publications of 
Informing Science Institute’s journals. You can see what other papers on your topic have been published in 
the past by checking at http://isjournals.org or http://www.informingscience.org/Publications. Enter 
keywords for your research into the search box to determine if there is current research that can strengthen 
your submission by showing how it builds on this prior research. 

Follow the Guidelines. Be sure to read and follow ISI guidelines at the Article Submission link 
(https://www.informingscience.org/Journals/InformingSciJ/ArticleSubmission) and format the paper. A 
template with built-in styles is available at https://www.informingscience.org/Uploads/JournalFormat.dotx. 

Be sure to blind (anonymize) your paper before submitting it.  

ISI uses the APA referencing style and provides you with a quick reference guide at 
http://help.informingscience.org/APA/ 
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SUBMITTING YOUR PAPER 

Authors submit their manuscripts electronically using the submission and review system.  

No charge for article submission and for current ISI members no charge for 
publication.  
While you need not be a member of ISI to submit a paper and have it reviewed, you agree to either become an ISI member or to 
pay an article publication fee if your paper is accepted for publication. 

Our journals do not charge a submission fee. ISI members publish their works without a publication fee. 
There is an article publication charge (APC) for those non-ISI members who have only a free ISI colleague 
account. No APC is one of the many benefits of ISI membership.  See 
https://www.informingscience.org/Account/SignUp  

Non-members who prefer not to become members can pay the small APC. Currently this fee if $75 USD, 
which is the same amount as membership. We offer this option because some authors’ institutions will pay 
an APC for them, but not a membership fee. 

The fees enable ISI to provide readers with free access to papers. ISI is a truly scientific organization, not a 
commercial enterprise masquerading as a professional organization. We believe in the free dissemination of 
high-quality research. The modest membership (and APC) fees provide the funding needed to pay the bills 
incurred in running an open-access journal. 

Professional misconduct 
All manuscripts must be the authors’ original, unpublished work, and the manuscript must not be under 
consideration for publication elsewhere. Note that we check all submissions for plagiarism (including self-
plagiarism), and we take the matter seriously. See our Ethics Policy at 
https://www.informingscience.org/Pages/EthicsPolicy.  

Self-Plagiarism. It is easy to avoid self-plagiarism. It is acceptable, even desirable, to build on your prior 
published works. Just be sure to cite such works in your submission. If you reuse a small portion of wording 
from your prior works, you need just explain in your paper at the appropriate section of your text that the 
section is re-using such previously used wording and cite that work.  

Submission process 
Be sure to read and carefully follow the guidelines for submitting an article for the journal you select. For 
example, the guidelines for the Informing Science journal is found at 
https://www.informingscience.org/Journals/InformingSciJ/ArticleSubmission 

First, go to https://www.informingscience.org/Journals/  and click on the ISI journal that is the best fit for 
your paper.   
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On the right side of the journal home page, click on the “Submit an Article” link. 

 

 

 

If you have not set up an account in the past, as part of this process you will need first to create either an 
associate (non-member) account or a member account. Be sure that you type your email address correctly 
since the system sends a verification email to the email address you type. After you click on the link in this 
confirmatory email, you will have an ISI account that you can access from http://My.InformingScience.org  

You can always log in at http://My.InformingScience.org to submit a paper. Click on the “Go” button to 
navigate to “Your Articles” section.  
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When you click SUBMIT an Article, the system first asks for the title of your submission. It then 
presents you with the four steps (tabs) to submit a paper. The system will let you know if you left off 
any required information. 
 
1. Article Info 

You need to fill in the form presented here. All items with an asterisk are required. Use a standard 
browser on a computer.  
 
HINT. If you discover that you are unable to upload your paper, switch from your phone or tablet 
to a computer and use Firefox or another non-proprietary browser. What is happening is that the 
system is sending an informative error message, but your browser is not displaying it.  

 
2. Authors 

If you are the only author, this step is easy. If you have co-authors, click “add author” and search 
within our database to see if the author already has an account with us. If so, the system will email 
the co-author to ask if the person accepts co-authorship and agrees not to submit the paper to a 
different outlet while the paper is under review. 
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If the co-author does not yet have an account with us, the system emails the co-author and asks the 
co-author to verify the email as well as asking if the co-author agrees to co-authorship. 
 
HINT. Verify that you correctly type in the co-authors email address. This ensures that your co-
author receives from the system the verification email. 
 
Once all the co-authors have been verified, the system will email you and you can continue with the 
paper submission process. 

 

3. Topics. You need to specify the topics of your submission.  The system uses this list to locate 
members of the journal’s review board with similar interests and expertise. 

 

4. After you completed all previous steps, you can advance to step 4. This final step requires you to 
affirm the follow submission agreement: 

Informing Science Institute Journal Submission Agreement 

By submitting your manuscript to this Informing Science Institute journal, you affirm the following: 

1. This paper is -not- currently under review by any other publication and you (and any co-author) will 
not submit it to a different publication until the paper is either accepted for publication or 
rejected.  I understand that violating this stipulation is professional misconduct. 

2. This paper does not contain plagiarized or copyrighted material. I understand that violating this 
stipulation is professional misconduct. 

3. I have read and followed all of the guidelines for papers submitted, including -blinding- the paper. 
4. I understand that by submitting my paper, I retain the copyright, but my paper will be published 

upon acceptance of my paper for publication under a Creative Commons By-NC license . 
5. If your paper is a re-submission, be sure to indicate this to the Editor-in-Chief with the old and the 

new paper ID. 
6. There is no publication fee for ISI members. If a paper is accepted for publication, the 

corresponding author needs to be (or become) an ISI member or pay the equivalent of a one-year 
membership fee. 

7. I have read, understand, and affirm adherence to the Informing Science Institute policy regarding 
professional ethics "Statement on our Expectations: Professional Ethics and Malpractice" including 
its policy on how ISI handles ethics violations.  I have also read, understand, and agree to the ISI 
Privacy Policy. 

8. I affirm that this submission complies with all the requirements of my university or employer 
including the agreement of any human research ethics committee. 

Reuploading paper that was on HOLD 
There are occasions when the editor-in-chief will place your submission on HOLD to give you time to 
revise it before sending it out for external review (or rejecting it). When the updated paper is ready, upload it 
following the steps illustrated below. 
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Resubmitting an article that was previously submitted but not accepted 
If you need to resubmit an article, e.g., after extensive revision recommended by the editor-in-chief, you can 
use the same article title but will need to tell the system that the paper is a resubmission.  
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Changing the Corresponding author 
Once the corresponding author submits the paper, the system emails only the corresponding author. Co-
authors see all the information about the paper in their dashboard, but only the single corresponding author 
can upload revisions. If you need to change corresponding authors so a co-author can upload corrections, 
let the Editor-in-Chief know. 

Final formatting of accepted papers 
When your paper has successfully undergone review (and revision), the final step is having it accepted for 
publication. For this step, you will be required to resubmit the final, revised, and fully formatted copy of 
your paper. The formatting guidelines for accepted papers can be found at 
https://www.informingscience.org/Uploads/JournalFormat.dotx. This document is a MS Word template 
that contains the Style Set for publications and the instructions for applying these styles to your document. 
If you do not use MS Word, just print the document and follow its instructions. 

Papers published in our journals follow the APA Guidelines, 7th edition and a summary of these guidelines 
can be found at http://help.informingscience.org/APA/ 

Because the contents of a paper may shift during formatting, make figures so they can be moved and/or 
resized easily. This can best be done by saving a figure as a picture. 

After the paper has been accepted, in addition to adding the name, affiliation, city, and country for each 
author at the beginning of the paper, end the paper with a Biography section that contains a brief paragraph 
or two about each author. Please insert a head-and-shoulders photo of the author beside the biographical 
information. Our publisher needs to deal with hundreds of papers, so we ask authors to show exactly how 
they want their names and affiliations listed as well as which email address that want shown. 

AUTHOR PHOTOS: We ask for head-and-shoulder photos of authors because we are building a family 
of scholars. While it is rare, we understand that for religious reasons an author may prefer not to show a 
photo without a veil. This is permissible. In the worst case, upload a generic silhouette as the author photo.  
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Once the paper is accepted PENDING REVISION, the author is asked to provide a fully formatted 
version. When satisfied that the paper meets Informing Science standards, the Editor will send it to the 
Informing Science publisher who will do the final formatting and quality control.  

If the corresponding author prefers, the author can pay a formatting fee at http://Pay.InformingScience.org  
and we will hire an ISI member to format (not copy edit) whose content is otherwise fine with the editor. 
This service is provided for those with a huge research budget and not much time. The formatting fee is 
$250. (All members of the review board are volunteers. We have no volunteers willing to re-format papers.) 

Articles appear online as soon as the publisher completes final formatting and quality assurance. 

REVIEWING YOUR PAPER 

Timeframe for review  
Typically, within three weeks from submission, you will be contacted by the editor-in-chief with news of 
whether or not the submission will be advanced to the first round of reviews (or is being rejected as not 
suitable for publication in the journal). If the submission is accepted for the first round of reviews, a panel 
of reviewers and editor will be assigned to blind review your submission. This is often called double-blind, 
which means that the reviewers do not know the submission author’s identity and the author is never privy 
to the names of the reviewers. 

The first round of reviews usually concludes approximately 12 weeks later with the paper’s editor sending 
the corresponding author a letter regarding acceptance. Whether or not the paper will be advanced for 
further review or publication, at the conclusion of the review, the editor provides you with a development 
letter using the input of the reviewers. The decision may be to reject, conditionally accept pending specified 
revisions, or accept the paper. Most commonly papers that are accepted require several rounds of revision. 
Since the submission may require several rounds of review and most of this time is determined by how 
promptly the author responds, there is no meaningful average time between submission and publication or 
rejection. While most rejections occur within one week of submission, submissions may be rejected during 
the review cycle. After the editor accepts a paper, articles appear online as soon as the publisher completes 
final quality assurance of the accepted paper. 

Contacting the Editor and EiC to check progress of paper 
To see the progress of your submission, you would log into your account, navigate to your paper, and under 
3. Editorial Board you would see the email addresses of your paper’s editor and A/EiC so that you could 
write them directly to ask why your paper is delayed.   

PUBLISHING YOUR PAPER 

Final formatting of the paper 
When your paper is accepted pending revision, you will be well advised to submit your revised paper 
already fully formatted. This saves time since a paper needs to be fully formatted before it can be accepted 
for publication.  

The formatting guidelines for accepted papers can be found here. This document is a MS Word template 
that contains the Style Set for publications and the instructions for applying these styles to your document. 
If you do not use MS Word, just print the document and follow its instructions. 

Papers published in our journals follow the referencing standards found in the APA Guidelines, 7th edition. 
You can find a summary of these guidelines at http://help.informingscience.org/APA/ 
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Figures. Because the contents of a paper may shift during formatting, make figures so they can be moved 
and/or resized easily. This can best be done by saving a figure as a high resolution picture of 300x300 dpi. 

Un-Blinding Papers Accepted Pending Revision. Once the paper is accepted PENDING REVISION, 
you need to provide the next draft or drafts fully formatted. That is, after the paper has been accepted 
pending revision, in addition to adding the name, affiliation, city, and country of each author at the 
beginning of the paper, add to the end the paper a Biography section that contains a brief paragraph or two 
about each author. Insert a head-and-shoulders photo of the author beside the biographical information. 
Our publisher needs to deal with hundreds of papers, so we need authors to specify in their paper exactly how 
they want their names and affiliations to be listed as well as which email address that want shown. 

When satisfied that the paper meets Informing Science standards for content and for format, the Editor will 
forward it to the Informing Science publisher who will conduct the final quality control.  

Prefer that another does the paper formatting for you? If the corresponding author prefers, the author 
can pay a formatting fee at http://Pay.Informingscience.org to have us hire an ISI member to format (not 
copy edit) the content that is the Editor otherwise finds acceptable for publication. This service is provided 
for those with a research budget and not much time. The formatting fee is $250. If your paper is accepted 
pending final formatting, let you editor know if you wish ISI to hire a formatter. The editor will note this in 
the “paper’s notes” and once you have paid the formatting fee, the publisher will notify your paper’s editor 
to accept the paper for publication. We have no volunteers to format papers, so we need to hire a formatter 
on your behalf. 

Formatting is not the same as copy editing. The formatter does not restructure or clarify the paper’s 
wording. We encourage those who are not familiar with writing in journal English to take on a co-author or 
to hire their own copy editor competent to help with journal papers. Authors are encouraged to make their 
own arrangement prior to submitting their paper. Some universities provide these services for their 
researchers. ISI members can use the Peer Directory to locate ISI members fluent in English who are 
interested in becoming co-authors.  

Membership is open to all, no APC for members 
There is no Article Publication Fee (APC) for Informing Science Institute (ISI) members who are the 
corresponding author.  The membership levels are shown at http://Member.InformingScience.org . The 
basic one-year membership fee is $75 when this was written. Papers whose corresponding author is not a 
member can choose to become a member or to pay an APC for that paper equal to the one-year basic 
membership fee.  

Author publication fee for non-members 
As stated in your Submission Agreement, there is no publication fee if you, the corresponding author, are or 
become a paid member of the Informing Science Institute. If you are not yet a member, we encourage you 
to visit http://Member.InformingScience.org to upgrade your account and enjoy the many benefits, 
including no APC fees.  

However, if you prefer not to become a member, you can pay the single article publication fee of $75 
at http://Pay.InformingScience.org (indicate that the payment is for PID XXXX). 

ISI encourages all scholars to become members. Two levels and three durations of membership are 
available. 
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Renew membership 
When your membership expires, the system will email you a reminder. You can easily renew your 
membership as shown below.  

 

Open Access Journal 
Papers accepted for publication are published under a Creative Commons license and bear the following 
notice: 

(CC BY-NC 4.0) This article is licensed to you under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License. When you copy and redistribute this paper in full 
or in part, you need to provide proper attribution to it to ensure that others can later locate 
this work (and to ensure that others do not accuse you of plagiarism). You may (and we 
encourage you to) adapt, remix, transform, and build upon the material for any non-
commercial purposes. This license does not permit you to use this material for commercial 
purposes. 

Since our journals are open access, readers are provided the right to read, download, copy, distribute, print, 
search, and link to the full texts of articles. We encourage readers to use, reuse and build upon the material 
for non-commercial purposes if attribution is given when appropriate or necessary. Take care to give 
attribution since plagiarism is a serious academic offense.  
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INFORMING SCIENCE INSTITUTE JOURNALS PROVIDE BETTER 

PAPER REVIEWING  
Have you ever sent out a paper you wrote to a journal, and you did not hear about the review for the better 
part of a year or even longer? We have. 

Have you ever received a decision letter that left you wondering how to proceed? Perhaps that decision 
letter contained contradictory or irrational guidance? We have. 

We designed the paper review system for ISI journals to overcome these and other problems with the 
journal peer-review process. Instead of the old production model (reject defects), we at ISI journals use a 
continual process improvement model. While fewer than half of the papers submitted make it into print, we 
view our role as mentors to all authors, sharing with them our wisdom and the wisdom of our reviewers, to 
assist them to improve their submission. Most papers that we do publish undergo several rounds of 
revisions.  

We also designed the system to avoid the problem of delayed reviewing of manuscripts. We endeavor to get 
back to the authors with our initial assessment within two months of their submission. To do this, we have 
abandoned the model of asking Editors and Reviewers to accept assignments. We expect Editorial board 
members to accept their assignment.  

This manual is to get us all on the same page, to inform you about the ISI philosophy of the paper review 
process, and to share with you how to use the ISI Paper Review automated system so you can to do your 
part. 

The ISI philosophy 
Our journal Editors-in-Chief act as mentors to the editors, the reviewers, and the authors; that is, they carry 
out the mentoring that makes ISI one of the most constructive forces in higher education. In ISI, we all help 
each other. Reviewers mentor authors, editors mentor reviewers and authors, and editors-in-chiefs mentor 
their editors. 

If you have questions about how to use the system not covered here, ask the Managing Editor.  

The ISI’s 5 “C”s 
Similar to the APA style manual guidelines (American Psychological Association, 2020, pp. 376-377), we 
seek to publish papers that do the following:   
(a) contribute significantly to the content area covered by the journal, 
(b) communicate with clarity and conciseness, and 
(c) conform to the journal’s style guidelines. 
 
In short, we seek to publish papers that communicate a clear and concise contribution that conforms to our style. 

ISI journals 
In all journals, peer-reviewing aims to ensure the integrity and validity of research findings; all serious 
journals use a rigorous process to determine this. The submission review process is the main tool we have to 
ensure that new scientific knowledge published is honest, accurate, ethical, and valuable. In effect, it acts as a 
measure of quality assurance and ‘certifies’ the new knowledge.  

The journals of the ISI go a step beyond this. We are a mentoring organization, and so our editors-in-chief 
assist reviewers and editors by being coaches and guides to the authors, reviewers, and editors. We use the 
paper review process to support authors by providing them with mentoring suggestions on ways to improve 
their work. We do this by packaging constructive and informed feedback using best practices methods 
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gleaned from the literature. For example, our suggestions are do-able and concrete. We treat authors with 
respect. 

All ISI journals follow ISI’s policy regarding the paper review process. ISI’s policy is that rejections 
for issues like lack of novelty should occur at the desk review stage.  

Once a paper has been reviewed, it can still be rejected for lack of novelty or any other issue. But we agree 
to take seriously our choice to accept pending revision. If, after reviewing the editor’s comments, the Editor and 
the EiC choose to accept the paper for publication pending revision, the journal’s editorial staff agrees to work with 
the author to make the paper publishable. This is our contract with the author. Not all papers accepted 
pending revision are published. The author may indicate to the system “No Intention to Revise,” or may 
upload two documents. The first is the revised paper that addresses the mentoring concerns brought up in 
the development letter. The second document (the revisions document) shows each of the concerns from 
the development letter and indicates how you, the author, addressed (or did not address) each concern.   

Another unique feature of our journals is that we provide the authors with developmental suggestions that 
point out those do-able improvements needed for the paper to become publishable. We provide these 
suggestions even for papers we reject as part of our mission of mentorship. 

Most commonly, we can work with the author to make the accepted paper fully publishable over a few 
rounds of revision. Our goal is to provide the author with a development letter that is clear to minimize the 
number of rounds of revision necessary. Typically, the papers we publish require several rounds of revision. 

COMMON QUESTIONS  

How long does it take to have a paper published?  

After the first two months when a paper is under its initial review (assuming it was accepted for review), the 
time to publication depends mostly on the time the author takes to address the editor’s requirements and to 
format the paper to the required specifications. Articles appear online as soon as the publisher completes 
final quality assurance. 

Does my paper have to be formatted correctly when submitting? 
While your initial submission need not be fully formatted to look like a paper published in the journal, 
formatting it so gives it a psychological leg up when reviewed. You can find a template at 
https://www.informingscience.org/Uploads/JournalFormat.dotx  Also know that we provided you with 
help on APA style guidelines at  http://Help.InformingScience.org/APA  

Error messages 
The error message No File Selected means you tried to click submit before the file was uploaded. 
 
Similarly, if you mistakenly omit a required field, such as Topics, the system will let you know with an error 
message. The warning shows up on all major browsers on computers. We discovered that those who 
attempted to submit a paper on their mobile device using Safari encountered problems. 

How does an author get help with a review or submission?  
An author or potential author can click on the Feedback button at the top right of the web page and 
select Help with Article Review or Help with Article Submission. The system asks the person to 
identify the paper to which they are referring, by PID or title. This enables the system to direct the question 
to the appropriate persons. 
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Only the corresponding author, not co-authors, can upload revisions 
Only the corresponding author can upload revisions to ensure that the editor receives only one version of 
the paper. Also, all messages regarding a paper that are sent through the review system are sent to the 
corresponding author. But you can change who is the corresponding author. To do this, the corresponding 
author can ask the Editor-in-Chief to specify a co-author as the corresponding author.  

I was asked for revisions but do not intend to revise my submission. 
If your paper was accepted pending revisions and you do not want to revise it, visit the paper’s review site 
and let the system know. Log in using the link in the revisions email or log in directly at 
http://My.InformingScience.org and visit the Revision tab, click on No Intention to Revise, then click on 
Submit.  

Note: Doing so permanently withdraws the paper. If you submit the paper again, it will undergo a new 
review cycle.  

Adding co-authors to paper already submitted 
The system is programmed so that work needed to add co-authors is automated as part of the submission 
process. The system emails the co-author to verify co-authorship and handles all processing needing. 

It is possible to add co-authors later if circumstances change, such as new authors contributing to the 
revision, but in that case, you need to do some of the manual work. You will need to contact each co-author 
and ask them to do two things: 

1) Sign up for an account at http://Join.InformingScience.org and reply to the system-generated 
verification email. 

2) Each co-author needs to email the Executive Director, Eli Cohen (elicohen@informingscience.org) 
to manually add the co-author to your paper. 

Before you do this, be sure to understand our ethics policy regarding co-authors. It is shown at 
https://www.informingscience.org/Pages/EthicsPolicy  

After the author submitted a paper, the author wants to have a later version 
reviewed 
You cannot make any changes to the original paper once it has been submitted. Should you discover you 
have submitted the wrong version of a paper, immediately contact the Editor-in-Chief, who may be able to 
organize for your replacement paper to be uploaded so long as your original paper has not already been 
reviewed.  

Why we do not send the raw reviewers’ comments to authors?  
We write a development letter that incorporates the wisdom of the editor enlightened by reviewers’ 
suggestions so that the author has a clear and unambiguous message on how to improve the submission. 
Doing so is particularly helpful; different reviewers approach papers from their various vantage points and 
what one reviewer values another may devalue. Also, some reviewers lack the skills to use constructive 
wording when addressing a colleague. It is the editor’s task to make sense of these different viewpoints and 
to place them into a constructively written development letter.  

How does an author pay for a paper to be formatted?  
We ask the corresponding authors of all accepted paper to do their own formatting. But we recognize that 
some colleagues value their time more than their research budget so we will hire an ISI colleague to format 
the paper for the author. 
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To make a payment to ISI for us to hire someone as a formatter, visit http://Pay.InformingScience.org and 
follow the instructions. For the description, enter some wording like “Formatting fee for PID XXXX”. 
Note that this service is for formatting only. The formatter is not a copy editor. If a paper needs to be copy-
edited (e.g., for grammar or to make the sentences make sense), the author needs to get this revision done 
outside of ISI before the paper can be accepted.   

SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP   
We encourage all colleagues with a research budget to become Sponsoring Members when they join or 
renew. The membership fees keep the lights and web servers on. For programming simplicity, existing 
regular ISI Members can switch to Sponsoring starting 30 days before the expiry of the regular ISI 
Membership. 

THANK YOU 
Thank you for submitting your article to an ISI journal and sharing your research with our academic 
community. We hope that you support our efforts to mentor authors and provide high quality research to 
the academic community free of charge.   

 

 


